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~ou have FOUR hours.

Solve all questions.

;:~.Exam has 5 parts. Each part has:t',s own sheet. Please spend the following tit on each

I.
II.
Ill.
IV.
v.

40 minutes
40 minutes
40 minutes
60 minutes
60 minutes

P;::;;'f!:

PLEASE USE A SEPARATE BLU~ BOOK FOR EACH QUESTION AND WRITE THE
, QUESTION NUMBE~ ON THE FRONT OF THE BLUE BOQ~.

PLEASE PUT YOU~ EXAM NUM~ER ON EACH BOOK.

PLEASE DO NOT WRI1tE YOUR NAME ON YOUR BLUE BOOj<s.
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Economics 201 Oc
Examination

Fall 2002

Part I (40 minutes)

Consider the following sticky-w~ge model of aggregate economic acti~ity:

mt + Vt = pJ + Yt aggregate demand

(2) Pt = Wt -Ut t aet
price setting

Yt = et + Ut production f~nction

Wt = Et-1 (pt + uJ wage setting

where m is the log of the mone supply, v is a random shock to aggregate demand,
p is the log of the price level, e i the log of employment, y is the log o t output, w is the log of the nominal wage, u is a random shock to productivit , Et-1 is the

expectations operator condition I on information available at time t- , and a is a
parameter that reflects the cyclic I behavior of the markup. Expectation are rational.

Assume that u and v are rando~ walks. That is,

Vt = Vt-1 + Et
Ut = Ut-1 + f/t

Assume that monetary policy mt ~s set in period t-1. Thus, the central b~nk does NOT
have access to information abou~ period t when setting mt, I

(a) Solve for employment e in terms of the exogenous variables (m, u, Iv, E, and 17)

(b) What policy rule would minimi~e the variance of employment? EXPlai t the intuition

behind your result. I

(c) Solve for the price level p in t~rms of the exogenous variables (m, uj v, E, and 11)

(d) What policy rule would min,mize the variance of the price level?
intuition behind your result.

Explain the



General Exam Questions Fal~ 2002

Part IV (60 minutes)

Consider a small open conomy in which total spending is a~ove non
inflation ta~ reven~es nd th~ difference is covered partl.y ~y issuing
debt denomInated m d mestlc currency and partly by pnnhn money.
This country has a fix exchange rate. You can answer the

Ifollowing questions ei er formally or in words.

a) Can you think 0 a situation in which this policy is appropriate?
b) If this policy is ot appropriate, why would a country ~ver

follow it? :
c) What do you ex ect to happen to the exchange rate an{why?
d) Why would this ountry ever consider adopting a fixe

exchange rate?

2) The US economy is cuffe tly experiencing a period of sluggish ~rowth.
Some observers fear that it m y turn into a recession (negative groWth).
Discuss the pros and cons of utting tax rates or increasing public Sf ending as a countercyclical measure. Please refer to models and empirical vidence

discussed in class and in the adings.



uestion for Fall 2002 Macro Theo Generals

Part II (40 minutes)

The Congressional BUd~ Office has just released a new forecast indicating that,
under current tax and spending polici s, the U.S. Government will be running a budget deficit for
many years into the future. At the e time, the Federal Reserve System has made clear that it
remains committed to a monetary po .cy that will deliver low and stable inflation.

Under what circumstanc~s might a fiscal policy that involves contin~ deficits be
inconsistent with a non-inflationary ~onetary policy? More specifically, j

(a) under what conditio$ would a fiscal policy of government deficits lead, in the
long run, to price inflation regardlesslofthe policy preferences of the central bank?

and

(b) under what conditiO~WOUld such a fiscal policy, once known, lead to price
inflation even in the short run -per ps even before the deficits actually occurred? (Note: This
second part of the question is not int ded to be relevant to the United States; the p .S.
Government is already running a bud et deficit.) I

Be as explicit as you can in explaining your reasoning and in stating whatever

assumptions underlie it. i



Part III (40 minute~)

Questions for general e~am (40 minutes).

Question 1 (True, False or Uncertain; 5 minutes): If the economy is chf-
acterized by no uncertainty and complete markets then consumption should re
constant over time. I

Question 2 (True, Fa~ or Uncertain; 5 minutes): The equity premitpuzzle is explained by the f~t that most households don't hold equities.

Question 3 (30 minutes~ .Assume that wealth is storable. Assume th f t

production is characterized by a deterministic linear technology in wealth. 0
if x is wealth in the current eriod, c is consumption in the current period, a d
R is the gross rate of retur ,then wealth in the next period, x', is given by i

I

x' 

= R. (x -c).

Assume that preferences ar~ characterized by a time-seperable, increasing, co~-
cave, differentiable felicity f.nction, u, and by exponential discounting. .1-

a. Set up the Bellman Equ~tion for a consumer in this economy.

b. Using the Envelope Theqrem, derive the Euler Equation.

A.c;sume that the the util~ty function is logarithmic.
function takes the for~,

Assume that the val*e

A+Bln(x), I

Solve for B and the marginal propensi~Ywhere A and B are co~tants.
to consume out of weatth.

d. Intuitively explain why tte marginal propensity to consume out of wealth is
not affected by the rat of return on the linear production technology. I

I

e. Write down a continuous-1ime variant of this economy, including a continuous-
time budget constraint (i.e., an identity for .1:) and a continuous-time Bell-.
man EquatIon.

" Ic

1



Questions for Macr~ General Examination, September 2002)

Part V (60 minutes)

1. Forms of Technological Progress (60 minutes)

Suppose that the producti~ function takes the form

Y = F(AK, BL),

where A represents caPital-augm1ting technology and B represents labor-augt enting technology. Assume that A and are each growing exogenously at constant r tes. The

function F is a usual neoclassical ne, so that output satisfies constant returns t scale in
the two inputs, K and L.

1. Differentiate the prOdU~ion function with !respect to time to work or t a

formula for the growt~ rate of out ut per worker, y=Y/L. Your solution shoul involve

the growth rate of capital per wor er, k=K/L, and the growth rates of A and B. Your
answer should also include the te (aY / aK) .(K / Y). What does this term r resent?

Suppose that we are lOOki~ for a steady-stat~ growth situation in WhiC
f Y is

growing at a constant rate and k is growing at a cons~ant rate, possibly differen from the

growth rate ofy. Assume that the term(BYIBK). (KIY) is not always consta t-that is,
it depends on the ratio of AK to B .In this case,

2. What condition has toiOld for the growth rate ofk in order for the gJrowth rate
of y to be constant? What is the c rresponding growth rate of y? Does it nece~sarily
equal the growth rate of k? I

3. Suppose that the two fa tors are paid theirimarginal products, so tha the rental
price is R=iJY/ iJK, and the wage ate is w=iJY / iJL. Given the result in 2., ho do the
values of Rand w evolve over tim ? If we are looking for a solution in which is
constant in the steady state, where s w can be rising, what conditions have to h ld for A
and B?

4. If the teffi1 (oY I oK). (,*1 Y) is always constant, what foffi1 does the

production function take? How d9 the results change in this case?


